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https://www.bitchute.com/playlist/TYZWby4a8F8P/

https://www.bitchute.com/channel/9aWNnBWV7sRr/

https://www.bitchute.com/channel/ibOCMfujVpAf/
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Our Primary scripture source will be the AENT which we have used over the years. It will be much 
more accurate than the Greek and we will consult Blue Letter Bible on-line for confirmation. As 
always, we will restore Yahuah’s and Yahusha’s proper names in the texts. We will also be looking 

at the Crawford-Greg Glaser, the Aramaic NT interlinear by Bauscher, George Lama’s and J.W. 
Etheridege’s translation of the Peshitta and John Parkhurst’s Hebrew To English Lexicon without 

points and Bayithamachiyach color coded translations to top it off.

http://www.bayithamashiyach.com/Scriptures.html
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2860 are not endangeredWe also have a gem from the 17th century- a Hebrew manuscript of 
Revelation! Not the whole book but it is in the British Library under 
Sloane MS 237.

http://www.bl.uk/manuscripts/Viewer.aspx?ref=sloane_ms_237_fs001r

https://www.nehemiaswall.com/hebrew-manuscript-revelation-1
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The “Work In Progress Narrative”, while also drawn from Scripture and other 
sources most of the time does not affect our eternal destination, and does have 
more speculation due to pieces still missing. Thus we reason what options can be 
plausible. If at any time this takes us into a space that contradicts Scripture, or 
cannot connect the truths on either side, it can no longer be an option. Think of 
the WIPN as a plausible bridge from one solid truth to another but a land mass 

of truth is missing or unclear underneath.

SOLID 

TRUTH 

SET IN 

STONE

SOLID 

TRUTH 

SET IN 

STONE

Work In Progress Narrative that tries to solidly bridged the gap where 

information is unclear for a fuller understanding.
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https://www.truthforhealth.org/

In part 1L B we are in the corn field but will finish with Chapter 1. After being 
introduced to Yahusha in part 1G, we are going back to spot check certain words in the 8 

verses we just covered. In Part 1H is the full translations for all the texts we are 
looking at. We did not repost them in this study, so if you want to see the actual 

translation see 1H. We are looking at Sheol in brief and some of the candidates who will 
reside there. 
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Rev 1:18B

18. and who lives and was dead; and behold, I am alive for ever 

and ever. Amain. And I have the keys of death and of the 

unseen world.  AENT

18 I am he who lives, and was dead; and, behold, I am alive for 

evermore. Amain. And I have the keys of death and of Sheol. 

Lamsa’s Aramaic Peshitta

18. I was and he alive and he a dead man, and behold I have life to 

a world/age world/ages amain/truly and having to me the 

key/doorkeeper of death and sheol. Crawford

18. “And I was dead, and behold, I am alive forever and ever. 

Amai. And I have by my hand the keys of Sheol and death.” 

bayithamashiyach.com

Rev 1:18 ובתוך  וַאֲנִי  

ר הָיִיתִי מֵת   הוּא הַחַי אֲשֶׁ

ד   וְהִנֵה אֲנִי חַי לְעוֹלָם וָעֶׁ

וּמַפְתְחוֹת הַמָוֶׁת וְהַשְאוֹל  

 Hebrew NT - בְיָדִי הֵמָה׃

Dalman Delitzsch

18 and who lives and who have been dead; and behold, I am alive for 

ever and ever. Amain! And I have the keys of death and of Sheul. 

 J.W. ETHERIDGE

18. And he who lived and he who died I am. And behold I am alive to 

the eternity of eternities truly and is to me the key of death and of 

sheol.  Aramaic Interlinear

18. And the one who lives, and I was dead. And behold I live 

forever and ever, Amain. And I have the nails of death and Sheol.  

Nehemia Gordan    
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Rev 1:18B

And given to me as 
the doorkeeper, I 

have by my hand the 
nails- the keys of 

death and of Sheol 
the unseen world. 

5/20/23 18
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19And given to me as the doorkeeper, I have by my hand the nails- the keys of 

death and of Sheol the unseen world. 

Rev 1:18B 

The biggest thing to remember which was never explained to me in my early journey 
is that there is definitely a different purpose for Sheol pre Yahusha’s getting the 
keys and afterward. The righteous in the TANAK had to wait patiently for Yahusha 
to honor his commitment to Yahuah and us to use those keys to unlock the door to 
Sheol and death and lead them home. They rested in the bosom of Abraham. The 

conversations they had must have been amazing. The unrighteous also went there but 
in a deeper section of Sheol. Yahusha spoke of it, which we will look at in a bit. 

This is not going to be an exhaustive look at Sheol but hopefully it will break down 
some preconceived notions we have been taught and give a good foundation on which 

we can build on at a later date and give us more unanswered questions to explore. 
When we explore this in the future we will have all the Scripture documentation.

They are still there, amazed at each new arrival- oh how they thought they were 
above Yahuah, only to find themselves in the bowels of the earth –where no one 
can hear them scream. The torturers become the tormented. It is too late for 

them to have the truth set them free.

Symbolically the nail holes in Yahusha’s hands were the key to Sheol. His 
resurrection from Sheol was the power over death- which he now has control 

over.

As a reminder- revisit from last time Acts 2:24-31
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Sheol is found in the Bible sixty-five times. 

➢ It is translated “the pit” three times, 

➢ “the grave” thirty-one times, and 

➢ “hell” thirty-one times. 

Hades is used eleven times, 

➢ being rendered “hell” ten times and “grave” once.

 Adding to the confusion is that two other words are also translated hell in the New Testament. 

➢ Tartarus, which is found once 

➢ Gehenna, which is used twelve times.

Doing some house cleaning, let’s look at the statistics and confusion. As 
always, we will edit in Yahuah’s name and draw attention to corrections

https://www.bereanbiblesociety.org/hell-sheol-hades-paradise-and-the-grave/

The term “Hell” is commonly understood to mean a place of torment where the souls of 

the wicked go after physical death. This is not entirely true. They torment themselves 
because of the life choices they made. They “backed the wrong horse” or “got the 

wrong end of the stick” as our friends across the pond would say. And the 
realization of what was promised to them was a lie and they foolishly traded in 
their eternal life based on these lies is torture.  But Yahuah or angels are not 

torturing them. 

by W. Edward Bedore, Th.D.  9-1-2007
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https://www.bereanbiblesociety.org/hell-sheol-hades-paradise-and-the-grave/

The term “Hell” is However, because Hades in the New Testament and Sheol in the Old are 

variously rendered hell or grave, there has been some misunderstanding about what hell and 

the grave are.  They do this on purpose so they can confuse people and cast Yahuah in a 
light of a ruthless and heartless “god”.   Always keep in mind that it is the Hebrew 

understanding that should be the standard we go by. The Eyewitnesses and Yahusha 
quoted the Tanakh which was written in Hebrew.  They did not teach in Greek! The 

Greek translation needs to line up with the Hebrew words. Not add to or take away from.

We should first give our attention to the Greek word Gehenna, which is 

always translated hell and used in reference to the Lake of Fire. It is found in 

Matthew 5:22,29,30; 10:28; 18:9; 23:15,33; Mark 9:43,45,47; Luke 12:5; and 

James 3:6.

The Lake of Fire, is a literal place of everlasting fire that was originally created 

by Yahuah as a place of punishment for lo shema (Satan) and the angels that 

followed her in her rebellion against Yahuah (Mat. 25:41). Because it is 

referred to as the place of “outer darkness” (Mat. 8:12; 25:30), we believe that 

it is most probably located at the farthest reaches of the creation. 
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The earth is not flat but is hollowed out. The outer darkness is below us not 
someplace out in space.. yet.  In the picture below I tried to capture a visual of 

what this might look like. The closest portion of Sheol in yellow was reserved for 
the righteous who died before Yahusha paid our sin debt with his life. He was 
their Messiah – freed them from bondage and took them home with him. He 

fulfilled the first retrieval of the plan underground, but the Hebrews were/are 
waiting for a Messiah to free them above ground. It is our understanding the 
righteous no longer have to wait in Sheol but are escorted to meet Yahusha.

The grey area are for the 
unrighteous awaiting their fate 
at the final judgement. It would 
also be where the angels, ”the 
watchers” are bound who now 

have to watch the destruction of 
their children. Not a happy place 
as Yahusha tells us and Lazarus 

can feel the heat coming up from 
the lake of fire below.



23The Rich Man and Lazarus Luke 16-31

19 “There was a rich man who was dressed in purple and fine linen and lived in luxury 

every day. 20 At his gate was laid a beggar named Lazarus, covered with sores 21 and 

longing to eat what fell from the rich man’s table. Even the dogs came and licked his 

sores. 22 “The time came when the beggar died and the angels carried him to 

Abraham’s side. The rich man also died and was buried. 23 In Hades, where he was in 

torment, he looked up* and saw Abraham far away, with Lazarus by his side. 24 So he 

called to him, ‘Father Abraham, have pity on me and send Lazarus to dip the tip of his 

finger in water and cool my tongue, because I am in agony in this fire.’25 “But Abraham 

replied, ‘Son, remember that in your lifetime you received your good things, while 

Lazarus received bad things, but now he is comforted here and you are in 

agony.26 And besides all this, between us and you a great chasm has been set in 

place, so that those who want to go from here to you cannot, nor can anyone cross 

over from there to us.’ 27 “He answered, ‘Then I beg you, father, send Lazarus to my 

family, 28 for I have five brothers. Let him warn them, so that they will not also come to 

this place of torment.’ 29 “Abraham replied, ‘They have Moses and the Prophets; let 

them listen to them.’ 30 “‘No, father Abraham,’ he said, ‘but if someone from the dead 

goes to them, they will repent.’ 31 “He said to him, ‘If they do not listen to Moses and 

the Prophets, they will not be convinced even if someone rises from the dead.’”

Interesting that last line when you think of Yahusha rising from the dead and 
people still will not do what he asks. * Also note that the rich man was below 

Abraham, so that is a witness to our layout of Sheol.
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Gehenna is described in Scripture as a “furnace of fire” (Mat. 13:42); “everlasting 

punishment” (Mat. 25:46); “the mist [gloom] of darkness” (II Pet. 2:17); the “hurt of 

the second death” (Rev. 2:11 cf. 20:6,14; 21:8); “a lake of fire burning with brimstone” 

(Rev. 19:20; 20:10; 21:8).

While the lake of fire was created for Satan and the other fallen angels. Also, the 
humans who are still under the original sin verdict of death from Genesis. They  
refused the invitation of spending the everlasting with Yahuah and His family. 
The refused to do as Yahuah asked and comply with His Covenant. Yahusha did 
not pay their debt from all ages and will be in the place of torment (“Sheol”) where 

“there will be wailing and gnashing of teeth” (Mat. 13:42). When death and Sheol 
are thrown into the lake of fire, this is the “everlasting reward” of all that die in 

their sins. The humans will be destroyed but not lo shema and the fallen angels. 

Also, those that look human, but were born without souls- or those who willingly 
changed the DNA Yahuah gave them to lo shema’s version of a human DNA.

https://www.bereanbiblesociety.org/hell-sheol-hades-paradise-and-the-grave/
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Matthew 10:16
I send you forth (ἐγὼ ἀποστέλλω)

The I is emphatic: “It is I that send 

you forth.”  Wise (φρόνιμοι) So 

A.V. and Rev. Denoting prudence 
with regard to their own safety. 

Wyc., wary.

BEHOLD, IAM SENDING YOU OUT AS SHEEP
                                                                                                                     IN THE MIDST OF WOLVES, SO…
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Skill in technical work

Shrewd, crafty, cunning

Wise in their own eyes – including 

astrologers, magicians, etc.

Wise, ethically, morally-wise learner in the 

school of wisdom, he revere's Yahuah and 

departs from evil.

Wise teacher, a sage, does not answer with 

windy knowledge

BENE -   WISE  - HA-KAM

To stand apart and be distinct

To know and be acquainted with 

and understand something.
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Harmless (ἀκέραιοι) Lit., unmixed, unadulterated. Used of wine 

without water, and of metal without alloy. Hence guileless.
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So Luther, without falsity. They 
were to imitate the serpent's 
wariness, but not his wiliness. 
“The presence of the wolves 

demands that ye be wary; the 
fact that ye are my apostles 

demands that ye be guileless” 
(Dr. Morison on Matthew).
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To be “perfect” we must be resolved that it is only Yahuah’s way we follow. 
We must be steadfast in our walk of His Torah Instructions without waver 

or excuse. We must trust Him with our whole being. To be gratefully 
amazed how easy it is to love Yahuah, His son and His plan for us. Yahusha 

knows the wolves are at the door. And They know we can overcome the 
world as Yahusha did. But we have to be wise to the ways lo shema is using 
to try and keep us from Yahuah’s protection. Very sly and cunning ways.
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“This work opens the door to many other studies that will help us understand the 

significance of having a mechanism for converting RNA messages into DNA in our 

own cells,” says Richard Pomerantz, PhD, associate professor of biochemistry and 

molecular biology at Thomas Jefferson University. “The reality that a human 

polymerase can do this with high efficiency, raises many questions.” For example, 

this finding suggests that RNA messages can be used as templates for repairing or 

re-writing genomic DNA.  The work was published June 11th, 2021, in the journal 

Science Advances.

https://scitechdaily.com/new-discovery-shows-human-cells-can-write-rna-

sequences-into-dna-challenges-central-principle-in-biology/
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What is the word in this case? 
“Vaccine”. Remember they are sly. 
They are correct when they say a 
“vaccine” cannot change DNA. But 
the Covid Jab was not a “vaccine”. 
Pre 2019 Webster’s Dictionary had 

a very different definition for 
vaccine than it does now.
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https://web.archive.org/web/20201105154809/https://www.merriam-

webster.com/dictionary/vaccine#other-words

A preparation of dead or alive 
micro or organisms to cause 
the body to produce or 
artificially increase immunity 
to a particular disease! 
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https://www.etymonline.com/search?q=vaccine

In order to be called a vaccine, it has to have either live or dead bacteria 
period and it should produce immunity from a disease. Just because they say 

the C jab is a vaccine should not force anyone into a state of suspended 
reality into believing it.  Kinda like this is a woman. It can say it all day long 

but it is not the truth. 
It is the slippery slope of 

because “I say so”- making the 
Absurdity of mental illness the new

 reality we all live under. 
 I do not comply!
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https://www.usatoday.com/story/news/factcheck/2021/11/30/fact-check-merriam-webster-changed-vaccine-definition-

accuracy/6354415001/

The slight of hand is to say the 
C jab is a “vaccine”, so by 

definition, it cannot change 
DNA. But it is not a vaccine- it 
is a bio-weapon so it can and 
does change DNA.  Listen to 

what they actually say.
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https://en.protothema.gr/pfizer-mrna-vaccine-goes-into-liver-and-changes-into-dna-swedish-study-finds/
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2021
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Gates

Fauci

https://principia-scientific.com/bill-gates-admits-

covid-vaccine-changes-dna-now-doctors-rebel/
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Gates

Fauci

https://www.reuters.com/article/uk-factcheck-gates-altered-video-dna-vac-idUSKBN28K2YF

everythingNews December 10, 2020 1:48 PM Updated 3 years ago

Fact check: Gates was not caught on video saying the COVID-19 vaccine 

‘will change our DNA forever’

By Reuters Staff …a video claims Bill Gates got caught “admitting vaccine will change 

our DNA forever”. The video features authentic footage of Gates but 

misrepresents his remarks: he was explaining how vaccines developed 

with messenger RNA (mRNA) technology work. The claim that an 

mRNA vaccine will modify a person’s DNA is also false.  

Mark Lynas, a visiting fellow at Cornell University’s Alliance for Science 

group ( here ), debunked the idea that such a vaccine could genetically 

modify an organism. Lynas told Reuters that no vaccine can genetically 

modify human DNA.

“That’s just a myth,” he said. “Genetic modification would involve the 

deliberate insertion of foreign DNA into the nucleus of a human cell, 

and vaccines simply don’t do that.”

Dr. Paul McCray, Professor of Pediatrics, Microbiology, and Internal 

Medicine at the University of Iowa ( here ), previously explained to 

Reuters via email how a COVID-19 vaccine using a DNA or RNA vector 

would work:

As is the case with a vaccine that uses an inactivated (dead) virus, “the 

only modification to the host is to stimulate them to make antibodies 

and T cells that will prevent infection with the virus or kill any infected 

cells to prevent or reduce disease severity.

https://www.reuters.com/news/archive/everythingNews
https://allianceforscience.cornell.edu/fellows/speakers-mark-lynas/
https://medicine.uiowa.edu/microbiology/profile/paul-mccray
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41What Is Recombinant DNA Technology? 
By Regina Bailey  Updated on December 24, 2018

Recombinant DNA, or 

rDNA, is DNA that is 

formed by combining 

DNA from different 

sources through a 

process called genetic 

recombination. Often, 

the sources are from 

different organisms. 

Generally speaking, 

DNA from different 

organisms has the 

same general 

chemical structure. 

For this reason, it is 

possible to create 

DNA from different 

sources by combining 

strands. 

https://www.thoughtco.com/recombinant-dna-technology-4178076
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One well-known use of recombinant DNA is in 

the production of insulin. Prior to the advent of 

this technology, insulin largely came from 

animals. Insulin can now be produced more 

efficiently by using organisms like E. coli and 

yeast. By inserting the gene for insulin from 

humans in these organisms, insulin can be 

produced. 

Which human?
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https://karenkingston.substack.com/p/mrna-is-an-operating-system-technology?utm_source=post-email-

title&publication_id=1103773&post_id=115441162&isFreemail=true&utm_medium=email

The Truth from their own website!

https://karenkingston.substack.com/p/mrna-is-an-operating-system-technology?utm_source=post-email-title&publication_id=1103773&post_id=115441162&isFreemail=true&utm_medium=email
https://karenkingston.substack.com/p/mrna-is-an-operating-system-technology?utm_source=post-email-title&publication_id=1103773&post_id=115441162&isFreemail=true&utm_medium=email
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The 2021 Moderna site 

clearly defines mRNA 

as a software program 

that makes ‘proteins’ 

(artificially-programmed 

genetic material foreign 

to the human species) 

in humans. The mRNA 

injections do not 

contain biological RNA, 

but contain 

programmable 

technologies/electronic 

devices. 

Pfizer describes their 

mRNA as a gene-

editing technology on 

their website as well, 

not as a biological 

agent (vaccine).

https://karenkingston.substack.com/p/what-are-pfizers-lipid-nanotechnologies?utm_source=post-email-title&publication_id=1103773&post_id=110815871&isFreemail=false&token=eyJ1c2VyX2lkIjo3NTI5ODAxNCwicG9zdF9pZCI6MTEwODE1ODcxLCJpYXQiOjE2Nzk4NDIxOTksImV4cCI6MTY4MjQzNDE5OSwiaXNzIjoicHViLTExMDM3NzMiLCJzdWIiOiJwb3N0LXJlYWN0aW9uIn0.bOV3k4Uj56kmRbfgp7yM9Xs5OcmJTCRWM4zclx_Mor8&utm_medium=email
https://karenkingston.substack.com/p/what-are-pfizers-lipid-nanotechnologies?utm_source=post-email-title&publication_id=1103773&post_id=110815871&isFreemail=false&token=eyJ1c2VyX2lkIjo3NTI5ODAxNCwicG9zdF9pZCI6MTEwODE1ODcxLCJpYXQiOjE2Nzk4NDIxOTksImV4cCI6MTY4MjQzNDE5OSwiaXNzIjoicHViLTExMDM3NzMiLCJzdWIiOiJwb3N0LXJlYWN0aW9uIn0.bOV3k4Uj56kmRbfgp7yM9Xs5OcmJTCRWM4zclx_Mor8&utm_medium=email
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mRNA Technology is the Suite of 

Gene-Editing Nanotechnologies 

for Purposes of Exterminating the 

Human Species
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Doctor Robert Malone: It's not a conspiracy, transhumanism. They talk about the RNA (mRNA) 

vaccines as an entry point, just kind of opening that space ethically and otherwise. So, that's part of 

the push for why these particular products (mRNA vaccines), is it relates to that transhumanism 

agenda.

    Glenn Beck: Explain for anybody who doesn't know, transhumanism, explain it break it down?

    Doctor Robert Malone:  So, transhumanism is the technology suite, I think, is the best way to put it, 

around the idea of the both mechanical and biological modification of humans.

By Definition, mRNA Vaccines are the Epitome of Bioweapon Technology

mRNA ‘vaccine technology’ is bioweapon technology that was invented for and is being used to force 

the merger of human biology with non-human biology and technologies. In 2017, a patent partially 

owned by the NIH was filed for the use of mRNA vaccine technology as a bioweapon.
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By definition, mRNA ‘vaccines’ are the epitome of bioweapon technology and 

is being used to destroy the human species, homo sapiens. The intentional 

destruction (extermination) of the human species using mRNA technology is 

an act of biowarfare. 
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https://karenkingston.substack.com/p/intended-consequences-mrna-vaccines

https://karenkingston.substack.com/p/intended-consequences-mrna-vaccines
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Per the FDA’s own words, in the history of the FDA, the FDA has never approved a vaccine that 

does not protect against severe disease (until the agency approved the COVID-19 mRNA 

vaccines).

This is where it gets interesting though (and by interesting, I mean ‘evidence of criminal intent’ 

interesting). Per the data discussed during that same FDA meeting, not only do Pfizer’s COVID-

19 mRNA vaccines NOT prevent severe disease, Pfizer’s mRNA vaccines cause SEVERE 

COVID-19 within 7 days of being injected.

Page 41 of PFIZER’s EUA submission, states that there were 409 patients who had COVID-19 

symptoms within 7 days of getting their first (1st) or second (2nd) PFIZER shot, BUT these 

patients did not have a positive PCR-test for SARS-CoV-2.
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Per PFIZER’s EUA submission, clinically significant or severe COVID-19 cases 

were defined in the Phase 3 Study as kidney, liver, or neurological 

dysfunction*, low oxygen levels, respiratory failure, mechanical ventilation, 

systemic shock, admission to the intensive care unit (ICU), or death.

Pages 15-16 of PFIZER’s EUA submission, states that the incidence of expected 

serious adverse events (reactogenicity) in 100 children aged 12-15 years, was so 

incriminating that Pfizer and the FDA agreed to not release (cover-up) the data.

The FDA knew Pfizer’s mRNA vaccines would 

permanently injure and harm children. Immediately 

after this meeting, the FDA should have stopped all 

trials, especially the trial for children. Allowing the 

pediatric trials to move forward was a criminal act by 

the FDA resulting in the unnecessary battery (bodily 

injury) of children. 

Per the September 17, 2021, FDA 

committee meeting, the FDA has full 

knowledge that two (2) injections of Pfizer’s 

mRNA vaccines increases a person risk for 

developing COVID-19 over time versus a 

person who remains unvaccinated. 
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So there you have it. The FDA authorized and approved 

the COVID-19 mRNA vaccines knowing the injections 

would cause injury, disease, disabilities, and death at a 

higher rate than the ‘SARS-CoV-2 virus’ (much, much 

higher rate).

The FDA mRNA vaccine committee is also well-versed in 

the immunogenicity and lethality of ‘mRNA vaccines’ based 

on over a decade of analysis by the agency on protein-

based therapies. 
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Eze 12:2  “Son of man, you are dwelling in the midst of a rebellious house. 

They have eyes to see but they have not seen, they have ears to hear but they 

have not heard, for they are a rebellious house.

Pro 20:11  Even a child is known by his deeds, Whether his work is clear 

and right.  12  The hearing ear and the seeing eye,  יהוהhas made both of 

them.
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The Ransomed Shall Return

Isa 35:1  Let the wilderness and the dry place be glad for them, and let the 

desert rejoice, and blossom as the rose.  2  It blossoms much and rejoices, 

even with joy and singing. The esteem of Leḇanon shall be given to it, the 

excellence of Karmel and Sharon. They shall see the esteem of יהוה , the 

excellency of our Eternal. 3  Strengthen the weak hands, and make firm the 

weak knees.  4  Say to those with anxious heart, “Be strong, do not fear! See, 

your Eternal comes with vengeance, with the recompense of Eternal. He is 

coming to save you.”  5  Then the eyes of the blind shall be opened, and the 

ears of the deaf be opened.  6  Then the lame shall leap like a deer, and the 

tongue of the dumb sing, because waters shall burst forth in the wilderness, 

and streams in the desert.  7  And the parched ground shall become a pool, 

and the thirsty land springs of water – in the home for jackals, where each lay, 

grass with reeds and rushes.  8  And there shall be a highway, and a derek- a 

course of live or mode of action a pathway, and it shall be called “The Way of 

Set-apartness.” The unclean does not pass over it, but it is for those who walk 

the way, and no fools wander on it. Footnote: a Psa_77:13.

9  No lion is there, nor any ravenous beast go up on it, it is not found there. But 

the redeemed shall walk there.  10  And the ransomed of  יהוהshall return and 

enter Tsiyon with singing, with everlasting joy on their heads. They shall obtain 

joy and gladness, and sorrow and sighing shall flee away.
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https://www.yahuwahsoasis.com/uploads/7/1/2/0/7120513/yahusha_and_the_spring_feasts_part_1__sheol.pdf
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We will go into the depths of this, but Scripture tells us a bit about it:

➢ It is a place that is descended to- so below ground
➢ It had at least 3 compartments
➢ The lowest compartment holds a consuming fire
➢ It is a prison you cannot escape, but you can be redeemed from
➢ It had one compartment that held the righteous until Yahusha set them 

free.
➢ There is a compartment that feels the heat from below but is very 

dark

Gesenius said “I think that I have lighted on the true etymology of the word. 

For I have no doubt that                  is for                 a hollow, and 

subterranean place. 
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11 Reasons Why The Hollow Earth May Actually Be Real

By Ancient Code Team -  April 20, 2022

https://www.ancient-code.com/11-reasons-why-the-hollow-earth-actually-exists/
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And given to me as the doorkeeper, I have by my hand the nails- the keys 

of death and of Sheol the unseen world. 
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Do you see it?
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Rev 1:19. Therefore, write what you have seen, and the 

things that are; and the things that are to be after this:. 

-AENT
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Rev 1:20. the mystery of these seven stars which you

saw in my right hand, and the seven menorahs of gold. 

Those seven stars are the Messengers of the seven 

assemblies; and the seven menorahs are the seven 

assemblies.”. -AENT
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https://www.nationalww2museum.org/war/articles/nazi-

germany-imperial-japan-anti-comintern-pact

1. (Yahuchanon speaking): The revelation to Yahusha the Yahusha, which 

Yahuah gave to him (Yahusha) to show to his (Yahusha’s) servants the 

things that must shortly occur and by necessity be done with wrath: and 

he (Yahusha) signified and symbolized it to make clear, explain, notify, 

and which is consistently taught  by Torah by sending it, through his 

(Yahusha’s) messenger to his servant Yahuchannon;  

2. Who (Yahuchanon- John) bore witness to the Word of Yahuah, and to the 

testimony and martyrdom of Yahusha the Yahusha, as to all and whatever 

that he saw. 

3. His (Yahuah’s) blessings to the ones that are called that reads aloud, and 

those who hear the words of this prophecy, and guarding for themselves  

the things that are written in it; for the time is near.
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https://www.nationalww2museum.org/war/articles/nazi-

germany-imperial-japan-anti-comintern-pact

1:4. (From) Yahuchanon to the seven called out assemblies which are in Asia: 

Favor? to you and peace, from Him who is, and who was, and who is to come, 

and from the seven living creatures which are before His throne;

5. and from Yahusha the Yahusha, the Witness and martyr, the Faithful, the 

First-born of the dead, and the head ruler of the kings of the earth; who has 

loved us, and washed us from our sins by his blood;

6. and has made us a Kingdom of servants to Eternal the Father: to whom be 

esteem and power, for ever and ever. So be it.

7. (Yahuchanon quoting Scripture) Behold, he (Yahusha) comes with clouds; 

and all eyes will see him (Yahusha), and also they who pierced Him (Yahuah); 

and all the tribes of the earth will mourn on account of him (Yahusha). Yes: So 
Be It. 
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Rev 1:8   “I am Aleph, also Taw,” a Strong Covenant Mark, says the Master YHWH, 

Eternal; who is existing, and He who has always existed, and He who is coming, 

(Ehyeh Asher Ehyeh) the Omnipotent- unlimited power, authority and influence Al 

Shaddai- He who holds all.

Rev 1:9 (Yahuchanon speaking) I Yahuchanan, your brother and companion with 

you in the tribulation and vexing by a female rival of Yahuah, causing affliction 

and suffering, being gathered together in patient steadfast endurance and in the 

cheerful hope and expectation of Yahusha the Yahusha, was in the island called 

Patmos because of the Word of Yahuah and because of the testimony and 

witness of Yahusha the Yahusha (Yahusha).

Rev 1:10 I was in the Spirit on the day of our Master YHWH; and I heard behind 

me a great voice, as of a shofar, which said: 

11. (Yahusha speaking) “That which you see, write in a book, and send to the 

seven assemblies; to Ephesus, and to Smyrna, and to Pergamos, and to 

Thyratira, and to Sardis, and to Philadelphia, and to Laodicea.”. 
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Rev 1:12  And I turned myself to look at the Strong Covenant mark voice that 

talked with me; and when I had turned, I saw seven menorahs of gold;

Rev 1:13 and, in the midst of the menorahs, one like the Son of man, clothed to 

the feet with a sleeveless epod, and turned about in a sleeveless robe reaching 

to his feet with a girdle of gold around his chest and heart.

Rev 1:14. And his head and his hair were white, like bright white wool, like 

snow; and his eyes, like the flames of fire: 
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Rev 1:15. and his feet were like fine brass, flaming in a furnace: and his voice, 

like the sound of many waters. 

As a moment of victory through power, ability and dominion. And his feet 

walking, to explore, teach and treading upon that which must be cleansed of 

dirt.  According to proverbs about hardened tempered brass moving swiftly 

and having been polished smooth after being made exceedingly vile and 

despicable- accursed- and treated as insignificant. Because after being made 

happy and called blessed, leads the straight walk moving forward. Being 

successful and making progress generations to generations Because of and 

account of the scorching blaze of the furnace-that represents the human 

suffering, punishment, and discipline.And his voice calling out so loud it is like 

the sound is sinking into the depth of the sea.
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Rev 1:16. And he had in his right hand seven stars; and from his mouth issued 

a fervent spirit; and his countenance was like the sun shining in its strength.

Rev 1:17. And when I saw him, I fell at his feet like one dead. And he laid his 

right hand upon me, and said, “Fear not: I am the First and the Last; 

Rev 1:18. and who lives and was dead; and behold, I am alive for ever and ever. 

Amain. And giving to me as the doorkeeper, I have by my hand the nails- the 

keys of death and of Sheol the unseen world. 

Rev 1:19. Therefore, write what you have seen, and the things that are; and the 

things that are to be after this: 

Rev 1:20. the mystery of these seven stars which you saw in my right hand, 

and the seven menorahs of gold. Those seven stars are the angles of the 

seven assemblies; and the seven menorahs are the seven assemblies.” 
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